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ELUSIVE WHISPERS, A DARK CLOSET, STRONG ARMS... DOES SHE EVEN WANT TO
REMEMBER?Camille Weller has arrived as the first African-American attending in the trauma
service of the Medical College of Virginia. Never mind that the locker rooms are labeled "doctors"
and "nurses" rather than "men" and "women" or that her dark skin communicates "incapable" to
many of her white male colleagues in the OR. Camille has battled prejudices her entire career, but
those battles were small spats compared to what she faces now. When a colleague discovers a
lump in her breast, she believes Dr. Camille Weller is the best doctor for her. Together, they decide
on a course of treatment that bucks the established medical system, keeping Camille firmly in the
crosshairs of male surgeons already riddled with skepticism and suspicion. Her success as a
surgeon is jeopardized further when dark whispers from her childhood in Africa plague Camilleâ€™s
thoughts. Bewildering panic attacks instill fear in a surgeon bent on maintaining the control, pace,
and direction of her own life. Unable to shake the flashes of memory, Camille is forced to face a
past she has not acknowledged since the death of her father on an African mission field. Who was
he? Who was she? And why would either of those answers affect her present?
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There are so many problems with this novel I don't know where to start.First, the author is a man
and the main character is a woman, Camille. Both are M.D.s and perhaps Kraus thinks that's
enough. But it is not. At one point a secondary female character says, "A man cannot possibly
understand what I'm going through." (89) Exactly. Kraus may think he understands women and how
they act and what they think, but he has missed it by a mile.As an example, this book is way too
sexy to be a "Christian" book and to be seen from the woman's viewpoint. The male's sex drive is
much stronger than the woman's (I think) and Kraus must have projected his own desires onto
Camille. At one point Camille touches sexual areas of herself, so to speak, in the shower. This
scene was not necessary and totally outside what I would call Christian fiction.Camille is hesitant to
have sex with her boyfriend, not because of morality but because of mental issues stemming from
her childhood in Africa. Ultimately, Camille does not have sex with her boyfriend, not on moral
reasons but because his "two timing" her is found out. Kraus missed a good opportunity to have
Camille (at least) think about the moral nature of sex.And Christianity in the book? The only
Christian seen throughout the book is the wife of an alcoholic wife-beater who sticks with him. She
is portrayed as having the faith that her son, the patient of Camille's who lost six liters of blood, will
live. But again, Kraus missed an opportunity to have her as a stronger Christian influence.At the end
of the book, the last three pages, Camille has a spiritual turn around. It is almost as if Kraus
remembered this was supposed to be a Christian book and added those last three pages.
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